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THE STRUCTURE OF LEGENDRE FOLIATIONS

MYUNG-YULL PANG

Abstract. The local and global structure of Legendre foliations of contact

manifolds is analysed. The main invariant of a Legendre foliation is shown

to be a quadratic form on the tangent bundle to the foliation—the fundamen-

tal quadratic form. The equivalence problem is solved in the case when the

fundamental quadratic form is nondegenerate and a generalization of Chern's

solution to the equivalence problem for Finsler manifolds is obtained. A nor-

mal form for Legendre foliations is given which is closely related to Weinstein's

structure theorem for Lagrangian foliations. It is shown that every compact,

simply connected leaf of a Legendre foliation is diffeomorphic to a sphere.

Introduction

Let P be a smooth (2n + 1 )-dimensional manifold without boundary with a

fixed choice of contact 1-form r\ (i.e. « A (drff ^ 0 ). A Legendre foliation is a

foliation of P by «-dimensional integral submanifolds of t]. We say that two

Legendre foliations AFX and A¥2 are equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism

tp : P, —► P2 satisfying the conditions

(f)*r]2 = w,        and        (¡>*^ = A^¡

where cffA^ is the foliation of Px whose leaves are inverse images under tf> of

leaves of AF2. The purpose of this paper is to study the geometry of Legendre

foliations with particular emphasis on the problem of determining when two

Legendre foliations are equivalent.

The geometry of Legendre foliations is closely related to the geometry of

Lagrangian foliations of symplectic manifolds [W]. To understand the relation,

begin by recalling that the cotangent space T*M of a smooth manifold Mn+X

has a tautological 1-form Ç and that T* M is equipped with a natural symplectic

structure defined by the 2-form -dt,. The foliation by fibers of n: T*M —►

M is a Lagrangian foliation (i.e. the leaves are (n + l)-dimensional integral

submanifolds of -dÇ ). Let F: T*M —► R+ u {0} be a function such that

F(tv) = tF(v)    for all t > 0 and t> e T*M

and set SFM = {v e T*M\ F(v) = 1}. For example, if F is the norm defined

by a Riemannian metric g on M,then SFM is the unit cotangent bundle S* M
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on M. The set SFM is a (2n + l)-dimensional submanifold of T*M with

contact 1-form defined by the pull back to S*FM of C and Legendre foliation

A9~F defined by the fibers of the projection map. One of the main results in this

paper is the following theorem:

Theorem. Any Legendre foliation A¥ is locally equivalent to one of the form A¥F .

This is an analogue of the following result of Weinstein [W]:

Theorem. Any Lagrangian foliation is locally equivalent to one of the fiorm de-

fined by fibers of n: T* M -* M. Moreover, the leaves of the foliation have a

natural flat affine structure.

To classify Legendre foliations, we introduce two local invariants: (i) the fun-

damental quadratic form n which is a symmetric 2-form on the tangent bundle

to A¥, and (ii) the invariant G, a symmetric 3-form on the tangent bundle to

A?. For Legendre foliations of the form A?F , TL and G are restrictions to the

tangent bundle of AFF of the following symmetric forms:

n = -2*_ dy ®dyJ,    G=lr      d F    , dy ® dyJ ® dyk .
dy'dyJ 2 dy'dyJdyk

The invariant G was originally introduced by Chern in the special case when F

is a Finsler metric, and he proved that G vanishes precisely when the Finsler

metric is Riemannian, in which case n coincides with the induced metric on

the fibers. The quantities n and G have an invariant definition in terms of

Lie derivatives (Proposition 3.3)

The study of Legendre foliations in this paper is motivated by work with

Duchamp and Uhlmann [DPU] on the inverse scattering problem for metrics:

Let g be a Riemannian metric on R"+ different from the standard euclidean

metric only on the interior of the ball of radius 1. The inverse scattering problem

is to prove the uniqueness (up to diffeomorphism) of the metric g from the

scattering data of geodesies (i.e. the behavior of geodesies entering and leaving

the unit ball.) Presently, the uniqueness is known only in the special case when

the metrics do not have conjugate points inside the ball and are conformally

equivalent. The problem is still open under more general conditions. The

inverse scattering problem for metrics can be reformulated in terms of Legendre

foliations as follows. Let g be a small deformation of the metric g with g = g

outside of the ball and which has the same scattering data for geodesies as g .

In [DPU] we show that there is a natural way to associate to g a deformation

A? of the Legendre foliation A^. on 5,*Mn+1 with the properties that

(i) the equation G = 0 holds where G is the invariant tensor associated

(ii)   A? coincides with A? outside n~x(B), where B is the unit ball.

The relation to the inverse scattering problem can be easily seen from the fol-

lowing theorem [DPU]:
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There is an isometry f: (E"+1, g) —► (M"+1, g) which is an identity outside the

ball if and only if

Á? = 3rg.

Conditions (i) and (ii) can be interpreted as a boundary value problem in par-

tial differential equations. We are presently working on proving uniqueness in

the special case n = 1 where the integrability conditions for the foliation are

trivially satisfied. In higher dimensions, the integrability conditions for the dis-

tribution defining AF must be incorporated and the best formulation of the

system of P.D.E.'s is yet to be determined.

Legendre foliations with nondegenerate n are called nondegenerate. The

study of the local structure of Legendre foliations is closely related to Chern's

work on Finsler space [C]: We show that the condition that n is positive definite

is equivalent to the condition that the Legendre foliation is locally equivalent

to one of the form AFF with F a Finsler metric (i.e. F is a convex function

on T*M for all xeM).

The local structure of nondegenerate Legendre foliations is also related to

the works of R. Gardner, R. Bryant and, more recently, of N. Kamran and P.

Olver on Calculus of Variations. For instance, in the special case when n = 1,

the structure equations of a nondegenerate Legendre foliation turn out to be the

same as those of a nondegenerate first order Lagrangian [G]. The equivalence

problem for first order Lagrangians is discussed in more detail in [Br and KO].

The paper is organized as follows. § 1 is an introduction to basic definitions

and examples of Legendre foliations. We prove the normal form theorem in

§2. In §3, the local invariants n and G and their invariant definitions are

introduced.

In §4, we describe the simplest class of Legendre foliations characterized by

the vanishing of n. Such Legendre foliations are called flat. We show that

any flat Legendre foliation is locally equivalent to one defined on SFM with

F = y"+ . In particular, all the flat Legendre foliations are equivalent and the

leaves possess a natural flat affine structure.

§5 is the local study of Legendre foliations with nondegenerate n. This

is accomplished by showing that there is a natural reduction of the structure

group of P to the orthogonal group 0(p, q) where (p, q) is the signature of

the fundamental quadratic form. By suitably normalizing the torsion, we obtain

a canonical connection on P . Its torsion and the curvature form a set of local

invariants.

One result of the reduction is that a CR-structure can be defined on P in a

natural way. In general, this CR-structure is not integrable (i.e. the holomorphic

tangent bundle on P is not closed under the Lie bracket [LB]). However, we

show that the CR-structure obtained from the Legendre foliation on the unit

cotangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold with constant sectional curvature is

integrable. In the special case when the dimension of P is 5 and n is positive

definite, there is another CR-structure on P. We give necessary and sufficient
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condition for the integrability of this CR-structure in terms of the invatiant G

(Proposition 5.45). In the special case when G = 0, the integrability condition

is trivially satisfied, and the CR-structure is locally equivalent to the one defined

by LeBrun [LB].

In §6, we study the global structure of Legendre foliations. We prove that

every compact and simply connected leaf of a Legendre foliation is diffeomor-

phic to an «-sphere. More generally, it can be shown that every compact leaf

with finite fundamental group is diffeomorphic to a quotient of a sphere. From

the theory of foliations, it can be shown that if all leaves of a foliation A? are

simply connected and compact, then the leaf space P/AAF is a manifold. Under

this assumption, the normal form theorem generalizes to a global theorem:

Theorem. A Legendre foliation with all of its leaves compact and simply con-

nected is globally equivalent to one of the form AFF defined on SF(P/AF), and

the fibers are all diffeomorphic to n-spheres. If in addition Tl is nondegenerate,

then F is a Finsler metric.

It follows from the local theory that in the special case where n is positive

definite and G vanishes the leaves of SF have a natural metric of positive

constant sectional curvature. Consequently, each compact leaf is diffeomorphic

to a quotient of a sphere by a finite group. Moreover, if P is compact, all the

leaves are necessarily compact, and hence diffeomorphic to quotients of spheres.

Notation. Throughout this paper, the following notations are used.

(i) The summation convention is used: The latin indices i, j, ... range from

1 to n + 1, and the greek indices from 1 to n .

(ii) All the manifolds are smooth and without boundary. If B —> P is a

vector bundle, T(B) denotes the set of all smooth sections of B. Functions

and sections of vector bundles are smooth.

(iii) i(X)co denotes the interior evaluation of a vector field I ona differ-

ential form co.

(iv) (x' ,yj) denote the coordinates on T*M induced from coordinates (xl)

on an (n + 1 )-dimensional manifold M. If F is a function on T*M, then

F; = f£, Tu = -¿fr , and so on.
'        dy' '      'J        dy'dy*

I would like to thank Professor T. Duchamp for his guidance and many

suggestions which were very helpful throughout the paper, especially for the

global results. I am also grateful to Professor J. Lee for his suggestion to consider

the relation to CR-geometry. The work in this paper was submitted as part of

the author's doctoral thesis at the University of Washington in 1989.

1. Definitions and examples

1.1 Legendre foliations. A contact distribution H on P is a 2n-dimensional

subbundle of TP which has the property that any local trivialization tj of the

line bundle E* = Ann(H) c T*P (i.e. nonzero section of E?v —► U defined on

a neighborhood U c P) satisfies the condition r\ A (drff f 0. We call a pair

(P, H) a contact manifold in the wider sense [B].
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If E* is trivial as a vector bundle, E* has a globally defined nonzero section

r]. We call t] a contact l-fiorm and a contact manifold is defined to be a pair

(P, r\). Clearly, a contact manifold is also a contact manifold in the wider

sense with the contact distribution defined by Ann(r\). The contact 1-form

determines a vector field X on P, called the characteristic vector field, by the

conditions i(X )r¡ = 1 and i(\ )dr¡ = 0. The charateristic vector field gives a

natural decomposition T* P = E* @ Ann(X ).

1.2 Definition. A Legendre foliation (resp. in the wider sense) AF of a contact

manifold (P, r\) is a foliation by «-dimensional integral submanifolds of t]

(resp. of H). Two Legendre foliations (resp. in the wider sense) AFX and AF2

are said to be equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism <Ap: Px —> P2 satisfying two

conditions

4>*12 = V\ (resP- 4>*E*2 = E*),        cff^ = !?x ,

where </>"AF2 is the foliation of Px whose leaves are the inverse images under tf>

of leaves of ^ .

Given a foliation A¥, the tangent bundle nL : L —► P to A¥ is the subbundle

of TP consisting of tangent vectors to the foliation. Similarly, the conormal

bundle nN: N* —> P to A? is the subbundle of T* P consisting of covectors

normal to AF. A tangential vector field is a section of L, and a relative l-fiorm

is a section of L*. In the case when AF is a Legendre foliation with contact

1 -form r\, the conormal bundle has a canonical splitting

(1.3) N* = E*@Qf

where nQ: Qf —> P is the subbundle of N* defined by Qf = N* n Ann(X ).

Moreover, there is a natural vector bundle isomorphism O: L -» Qf defined as

follows. For X e L, let <t>(X) = i(X)dr¡ e T*P. But, i(X)drj e T(Q*) since

{i(X)dt]}(Xn) = 0 and {i(X)dn}(Y) = -n([X, Y]) = 0 for all Y e V(L). <P

is an injection because dr\ is nondegenerate on Ann(X ) and, since L, Qf are

of the same dimension, <I> is an isomorphism.

1.4 Projective cotangent bundles. An important class of examples of Legendre

foliations comes from the projective cotangent bundles. Let M be a (n + 1)-

dimensional manifold and TQ*M c T* M the set of nonzero covectors. The

projective cotangent bundle np : P* M —► M is a fiber bundle defined as the quo-

tient of TfM under the action of positive real numbers R+ by multiplication

on TfM.

To define the contact distribution ¥*+M, we make use of the the canonical

I-form Ç on T* M defined by the formula

(1-5) Çv(X) = v(KX)

where v e T*M , X e Tv(T*M), and n: T*M -* M is the natural projection.
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The form Ç has the local expression

c = Y^y'dx'
;=1

where (x',yJ) are the coordinates on T*M induced by coordinates (xl) on

M. It is well known that the 2-form -di, = J2"=¡ dx' Ady' defines a symplectic

structure on T* M.

We define a contact 1-form on P*+M as follows. Let F: T*M -+ R be a

function satisfying the homogeneity condition

(1.6) F(tv) = tF(v)     forv eT*M and t>0.

For example, F can be the induced norm on the cotangent bundle of M associ-

ated to a Riemannian metric g . If F is positive on TfM, j? is a well-defined

1-form of homogeneous degree zero on TfM, and hence it remains invari-

ant under the multiplicative action of R+ . The 1-form £ defines the contact

1-form rjF on the quotient manifold IP* M.

To see that r\F is a contact 1-form on P* M (i.e. r\F A (dr]F)n ^¿ 0 ), proceed

as follows: Let n+ : Tf*M —> P* M be the natural projection map. Then n+ is a

bundle map over P such that n*+rjF = ^ . Then the condition rjF A (dr]F)n ^ 0

follows from the following computation:

<{»fA(^f)"} = ̂ A^(|,)J    =¡:AÍ[-j-2dFAC+^

= ̂ u(¿oVo.

It is clear that a different choice of F will define the same contact distribution

on P* M since it will at most differ by a conformai factor (i.e. if F' is a different

choice, t]F = fr\F, for some / e C°°(P* M) ), and hence the contact distribution

defined by rjF is canonical (i.e. independent of choice of F ). On ¥*+M, a

Legendre foliation in the wider sense is defined by the fibers of np : P* M —► M.

1.7 Unit cotangent bundles. It is clear that a fixed choice of F gives a Legendre

foliation on P* M, denoted by AFF . The Legendre foliation ¡FF can be equiv-

alent^ described as follows: We call the manifold SFM = F~ (1) c T*M the

unit cotangent bundle. SFM is a contact manifold with contact 1-form r\F

given by pulling back of the canonical 1-form Ç; and the foliation of SF M

given by the fibers of the projection map SFM —* M defines the Legendre

foliation equivalent to AFF . The equivalence can be easily seen from the diffeo-

morphism obtained by composing the following maps:

S*FM ̂  T*M^F*+M.

On SFM, the characteristic vector field X   can be calculated directly by using
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the induced coordinates on T*M:

as) x -v/ÖjF d  -^L±-\
(L8) X"-ttWd^    dx'dy'f-

We can consider a more general class of Legendre foliations by weakening

the condition that F is positive on TfM. In this case, we obtain the Legendre

foliation AFF on F~ (1) by a similar argument.

1.9 Symplectification. A symplectification is a canonical way of obtaining a sym-

plectic manifold from a given contact manifold. Let (P, H) be a contact man-

ifold in the wider sense. Then the line bundle E* c T*P, as a (2« + 2)-

dimensional manifold, carries the canonical symplectic 2-form -dfj where i)

is the 1 -form on E* defined by the formula

ñv(X) = v(nEtX)

for v e E* and X e TVE*. Moreover, for each Legendre foliation AF of

(P, H), nEAF is a Lagrangian foliation on E*. Furthermore, the leaves of

n*EAF are integral submanifolds of i). (Here, n*EAF denotes the foliation whose

leaves are inverse images of leaves of AF A)

The proof that -dfj is a symplectic 2-form is as follows. Consider a local

trivialization r\ of E* (i.e. E*v ~l/xi defined by the correspondence tr\ «-►

(p, t), where U is a neighborhood in P). With respect to this trivialization,

we have r) = tr\ since i).   JX) = trj (nEtX) = tt](X). Therefore,

(drj)n+x = {d(tt])}n+x = (dtAr] + tdt])n+x

= (n + l)fdtAtiA (dr¡)" + tn+1(dn)"+l

But (dr])n+ = 0 since dr\ has rank n, and (-dij)n+ ^ 0 follows from the

fact that r¡ A (drj)" is the pull back by nE of the volume form on P.

In general, a (2« + 2)-dimensional manifold with 1-form fj such that -dfj

is a symplectic 2-form is called an exact symplectic manifold.

1.10 Definition. A Lagrangian foliation of an exact symplectic manifold is a

foliation of P by (n + 1 )-dimensional integral submanifold of r).

For example, the foliation defined by the fibers of n: T*M —> M is a

Lagrangian foliation of the exact symplectic manifold (T*M, Ç). Given a

Legendre foliation AF, the foliation n*EAF is another example of a Lagrangian

foliation of an exact symplectic manifold, (E*, r)).

2. Normal form for Legendre foliations

In this section, we prove that every Legendre foliation AF is locally equiv-

alent to one of the form AFF . This result is called the Normal Form Theorem.

As a corollary of the Normal Form Theorem, it follows that all Legendre folia-

tions in the wider sense are locally equivalent. The proof is based on the local

equivalence of the Lagrangian foliations of exact symplectic manifolds.
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2.1 Local equivalence of Lagrangian foliations. Our theorem on the local equiva-

lence of Lagrangian foliation of exact symplectic manifolds is similar to

Weinstein's result on Lagrangian foliations of symplectic manifolds:

Proposition [W]. Let AF be a Lagrangian foliation on a symplectic manifold

(P n+ , Q), and p e P. Then there is a neighborhood U of p and a local

dififieomorphism <f>: U -► T*Rn+x  such that <p(p) = (0,0) e Rn+X x Rn+X ~

T*Rn+x , and

(1) the pull back under tp of the canonical symplectic 2-form on T*Rn+x is

(2) cf> sends the leaves of AF- into the fibers of n : T*Rn+x -> Rn+X.

In particular, all Lagrangian foliations are locally equivalent. Furthermore, the

leaves of a Lagrangian foliation have a natural flat affine structure.

In the case of Lagrangian foliations on an exact symplectic manifold, we

prove the following theorem.

2.2 Theorem. Let U be a neighborhood of a point in an exact symplectic man-

ifold (P, f¡) with Lagrangian foliation AF. Without loss of generality, we may

assume that the leaf space lA/AF of the restriction of AF to ¡J is a manifold.

Then there is a unique local dififieomorphism

\p: U -» T*(U/JF)

such that

(1) y/*tA, = f¡   where Ç is the canonical I-form on T*(U/AF),

(2) no\p = nv where n and nv: U —► U /AF are projection maps (i.e. each

leaf ofi the foliation of LA is mapped into the fiber of T*(U/AF) ).

Proof. To prove the theorem, we want to show (i) the construction of \p, (ii)

that the equations  ip*Ç = fj and nv = n o \p hold, (iii) that  ip  is a local

diffeomorphism, and (iv) the uniqueness of \p satisfying (1) and (2).

(i) To define the map ip , consider the bundle map

4>: N* -* T*(U/AF)

defined as follows: Let N*,v —► U be the conormal bundle to AF restricted

to U. The derivative of the projection map tiv defines a bundle map nUf

between Ñ and the tangent bundle T(U/ÁF) with nUt: Np -► Tn (p)(U/ÁF)

an isomorphism for all p e U . The bundle map *F at p e U is defined by the

equation 4*  = (n*LI)~x with *Pp a vector space isomorphism.
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We define tp by the composition Wor) where r) is regarded as a map from

U to N* so that the following diagram commutes:

N*      -^    T*(U/AF)
«y

r\       nN       / n

U      —»       U/AF

(ii) To prove the identity  ip*Ç = fj, let ÇN  denote the pull back of the

canonical 1-form on T*U to N* where N* is regarded as a submanifold of

T*U.We claim that ¥*Ç = ÇN , and fj*ÇN = fj. Then it follows that

t/C = (yo«)*C = r,*°*F*C = ¿7*C„ = '/.

To prove XP*Ç = CN, choose tu e N* and w e T*(U/ÁF) such that ¥(«;) = t;

(equivalently %(!>) = uv ). Using the commutativity of the diagram, compute

as follows:

(V*Ow(X) = Çv(V*X) = v(n, o *Ft(X)) = v(nu. o nN.(X))

= (nvv)(nN.(X)) = w(nN.(X)) = CN(X)

where Xe TwN*.

The equation fj*ÇN = fj is a consequence of the calculation

(rj*rN)(Y) = CN(rfJ) = t¡p(nN. o rjfX)) = rjp(Y).

where peU and Y e TpU .

(iii) The fact that \p is a local diffeomorphism can be seen as follows: Let

(xl, yJ) be the coordinates on T*U induced from coordinates (x') on U.

Then ip*dxl and y'dy' form a local coframe since ip*iJ2"=x dy' Adx')n+X =

ip*(dQ"+x = (df))n+x t¿ 0. By the inverse function theorem, t// is a local

diffeomorphism.

(iv) For uniqueness, suppose that \p' is another map satisfying (1) and (2).

Then from the commutativity of the diagram above, x' o ip = x' o \p'. Also, we

have y' o \p = y' o tp' since

n+\ n+\

Y^(yl o W) i<P*dx') = y/*C = w'*C = J2(y' ° v'ï iv*dx') ■   D
«=i «=i

The following corollary is a result of Theorem 2.2.

2.3 Corollary. Suppose that U is an open subset of T*M such that n(U) =

M, and U/AF is a manifold where AF is the foliation defined by fibers ofn: U —►
M. If 4>: U —> T* M is a smooth map satisfying the properties: (i) dfÇ, = Ç

and (ii) no<f) = n, then <f> is the identity map.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.2 to the exact symplectic manifold (U, Ç) with the

Lagrangian foliation AF.   Note that, since   U/AF = M, we have the map
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\p: U —► T*M, and the maps tj>, ip, and id: U —* T*M satisfy the prop-

erties (i) and (ii). Therefore, from uniqueness of \p in Theorem 2.2, it follows

that d) = \p = id.   D

2.4 The Normal Form Theorem. Recall that, given a Legendre foliation AF,

we obtain a Lagrangian foliation n*EAF of the symplectification. We prove the

Normal Form Theorem by applying Theorem 2.2 to it*EAF :

2.5 Normal Form Theorem. Any Legendre foliation is locally equivalent to one

of the form AFF . In particular, all the Legendre foliations in the wider sense are

locally equivalent to the canonically defined Legendre foliation on P*M. The

foliation AFF is called the normal form of AF.

Proof. Let IF be a Legendre foliation of a contact manifold (P, «) and V

be a neighborhood of a point in P. Again, without loss of generality, we may

assume that the leaf space V/AF of the restriction of AF to F is a manifold.

If we let U = nE (V) c E*, then U is an open set such that the leaf space

U/AF is a manifold since U/AF = V/AF. Therefore, by applying the previous

theorem to the Lagrangian foliation n*EAF, we obtain a local diffeomorphism

(//: U —> T*(V/AF) satisfying the properties (1) and (2). Considering i/ asa

map from V to U, let <$>   be the composition map

4>n: V^U^T*(V/AF).

We claim that 4> maps V diffeomorphically into S*F(V/AF) for some F,

and has the properties that (i) tp*Ç = r\ and (ii) 4>*AFF = AF,V where AFF is the

Legendre foliation on SF(V/AF) and AF,V is the restriction of AF to V. But

property (i) is clear since dftA, = (\p o r¡)*C = r¡*(y/*Q = rffj = r¡. Condition

(ii) follows from property (2) of tp in the previous theorem and the identity

rf(nEAF) = AF.
To define F , consider the trivialization of the line bundle L/~ FxK defined

by the correspondence tr\p <-> (p , i). Define F ; ip(U) —> R by F = n2 o \p~

where n2: U —► R is the projection defined by n2(p, t) = t. That F satisfies

the homogeneity condition follows from the fact that \p is a vector bundle map:

For each p e V , \p   is linear since

viP, t) = ^i%,t)) = ^it%,t)) = Wi%,t)) = ^(V.)) = '^' *)•

Therefore, F defines the Legendre foliation AFF on S*F(V/AF) with contact

1-form t]F defined by the pull back of Ç to S*F(V/AF), and «^ is a diffeomor-

phism from V onto SF(V/AF).   a

2.6 Corollary. Let AFF be Legendre foliations on contact manifolds (S*F Ms, nf

for s = 1,2 with positive Fs. If 4>: S*F Mx —► SF M2 is a diffeomorphism

such that (i) (jft}2 = nx and (ii) 4>*AFF = AFF , then there is a diffeomorphism

fi: Mx —> M2 such that Fx o fi* = F2 and <f> = (fi*)7s- M ■
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Proof. From the assumption (ii), there is a diffeomorphism / such that the

following diagram commutes:

SFtMl   -^-^  SF2M2

(2.7) »J J*
M,     -►    AL

1 f 2

We first prove the identity </> = (f*)7S' M ■   Then, the identity Fx o f = F2

follows since (fi*)~ maps SF M, diffeomorphically onto SF M2 and F is

homogeneous function of degree 1 (condition (1.6)).

To show that cf> = (fi*)7sX- M , it suffices to prove that cf> o fi* = id.   By
I   F,       1

Corollary 2.3 applied to the map <f>°f* we must only show that cj>of* satisfies

two conditions (i): (<t5 o fi*)*¡A, = ( and (ii): n o (</> o /*) = % . Note that the

condition n o (<p o fi*) = n is clearly satisfied.

To show ((f) o fi*)*C = C> recall that TfM denotes the set of nonzero co-

vectors, and consider the extension of <j> to the diffeomorphism from TQ*MX

to Tf*M2 defined by cp(tv) = tc/>(v) for t > 0 and v e SF Mx . Also, let

p: T*MS —> S*F Ms denotes the radial projection. Clearly then, p o <f> = tf> o p .

We claim that <p*Ç = Ç and (fi*)*( = C • The identity i<f>°f*)*Ç = Ç follows.
Note that the canonical 1-form Ç on T*MS can be expressed by Çlv = t(p*r¡f)n

on T*MS. (This can be easily seen from the facts that r¡s is the restriction of

C to S*FMr and that C is homogenious of degree 1.)   Using this, we prove

i<t>*Olv = ti<p* ° p*nf)tv = (iP* ° ^n2)H = tip'n^tv = tw ■

Also, from the definition (1.5) of Ç, we can easily check the second identity

(/*)*£ = C:

{(/*)*am = car).*} = fiv){n, o (f)tx}
= f(v)(ftontX) = v(7itX) = Çv(X).

for v e T*M2 and X e TfT* M2).   u

3. Local invariants

3.1 The fundamental quadratic form n and the invariant G. To determine when

two Legendre foliations are locally equivalent, we introduce the local invariants,

n e T(0 L*), the fundamental quadratic form, and G e T(©3L*).

In the case of Legendre foliations of the form AFF , the invariants n and G

are given by the restriction to L of the symmetric forms

(3.2) n = F,j dy' ® dyJ    and    G = i F¡jk dy' ® dy1 ® dyk .
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(Recall that Fi and Fi} denote the derivatives of F with respect to y and yJ .)

Given an arbitrary Legendre foliation AF, the normal form theorem provides

a canonical identification of AF with AFF , and the invariants n and G can be

also defined by the formulas (3.2). However, the quantities n and G can be

invariantly defined in terms of Lie derivatives:

3.3   Proposition. Let X, Y, Z be tangential vector fields to AF.

(3.4) U(X,Y) = -{SfxS?Yn}(Xri),

(3.5) G(X,Y,Z)=X-{X(T1(Y,Z)) + Y(Y\(X,Z)) + Z(TI(X, Y))

+ {AFYAFxAFzn+AFzAFxAFYr¡)(Xf}.

Proof. We prove these equations when X = Xa, Y = Xß , Z = Xy for a

local frame (XA) of L on a neighborhood U c S*FM. By the Normal Form

Theorem, we may assume that X   = u' —t  where u'   are smooth functions

defined on T*M satisfying dF(Xf) = Fiu'a = 0.
(i) The identity (3.4) follows from the following computation:  Note that

&x dx1 = d(Xaxl) = 0 and dx'(X ) = Ft from (1.8).

{AFxj?x^(xn)=\^x*x$ (xy **') } (X.)

n+1

= ^{AFXt(u'ßdx')}(X^)
i=i

= E{(^,"Í)^'}(X,) = Eii^u'^Ff
1=1 1=1

= -"i2{u'ßixam = -Fu<u'ß
i=i

= -n(xa,xß).

(ii) To prove the identity (3.5), recall from (i) that we have the identity

&x2?xr\ = T."li~ixauß)dxi ■ Usinë this> compute

>n+\

{<?xJ?x*xtl)lXn) = \A?K [Y,(Xßu'y)dx'j | (X„)

= nJ2{iXaXßu'y)dx'}(X^) = (XaXßu'y)Fi
í=i
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= Xa{(Xßuiy)Ff-(Xßuiy)(XaFl)

= -Xa{u'y(XßFl))-(Xßuiy)(XaFi)

= -Xa{U(Xß,Xy))-(Xßuiy)uJaFij.

From this, we can directly calculate the right-hand side of (3.5)

\{Xa(FijUyy) - (Xau'ß)uJyFu - (XJX^

= ^(X^fuX = \Fijku'ßuJ/a = G(Xa ,Xß,Xy).    D

3.6 The Bott partial connection and fundamental invariants. The fundamental

invariants of Legendre foliations can be often more conveniently described in

terms of the Bott partial connection and moving frames. For instance, the

invariant G has a relatively simple expression in terms of the Bott partial con-

nection. (See Proposition 3.19 below.)

Before defining the Bott partial connection, we briefly introduce relative

forms, and the relative exterior derivative. For more details of these, see [BGJ,

KT, and DK]. A relative k-form is a section of A, L*. Let Sl^-(P) denote

the set of all relative Ä>forms. The relative exterior derivative d^-: Sl^-(P) —*

£lpX(P) is defined as follows. Note that the vector bundle obtained by re-

stricting L* to a leaf X e AF is simply the cotangent bundle r*Z of I. If

u is a relative form, we define the relative exterior derivative d^u of o to be

the ordinary exterior differential of v restricted on each leaf X. More pre-

cisely, if i* : SI (P) —► Sl9-(P) denotes the pull back of a re-form on P to a

relative re-form, the relative exterior derivative d9 is defined by the following

commutative diagram:

£lk(P)    —L—   SiUp)

ilk+x(P) —^-* Slk/X(P)

Definition 3.7. For an arbitrary vector bundle B —> P, a partial connection Vs

on B is an E-linear map

(3.8) VB:Y(B)—>T(L*®B)

satisfying the equation V5 (fio) = f Vs o + dTf ® u, for fie C°°(M), and

o e T(B). The curvature R is a Hom(ß, ß)-valued relative 2-form defined

by R(X, Y)u = [Vx , Vy]o - V[X Y] u, where X, Y are tangential vector fields

and [ ,  ] denotes the commutator.

If o = (oa) is a local frame for B, there is a matrix valued 1-form co called

relative partial connection form, and a relative 2-form Í2 called the curvature
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matrix, determined by the conditions

(3.9) VB ü = -co®ü,        Rv = -Q®o.

From this the equation il = dgrco + co Aco follows.

3.10 Definition.   The Bott partial connection on  N*  is a partial connection

defined by

(3.11) Vxu = £fxo = i(X)do

where X and o are tangential vector field and a section of N*.

It can be easily checked that V is a partial connection. Moreover, the Bott

partial connection is flat since R(X, Y) = [AAFX, AA?Y]o - A?.x v,u = 0.

The Bott partial connection induces a partial connection Ve on the bundle

Q* defined by Vxo = 7r(Vxo) for X and o are tangential vector field and

a section of Qf where n: N* —> Qf denotes the projection onto Qf (recall

N* = E* © Qf from (1.3)). We call V    the induced partial connection.

The partial connection V has the following relation with the invariants n

and G. Let {6a} be a local frame for Qf . Then {Qa ,r\) is a local frame for

N*, and the relative partial connection form co = (off of V is determined

by the equation:

<)=-(<?■ tK
Note that co"n++\ = 0 since Vxr¡ = <P(X) 6 T(Q*), for X e T(L) is a section of

Qf . Clearly, (off) is the relative connection form for VG . Since the curvature

of the Bott connection vanishes, the relative connection form (of A) satisfies the

equation

( <     <+A     ( <     <.. \     ( coi     corn+x\

(3-i3)  d-\4x o)+Ur o )AU+i or0-
Expansion of equation (3.13) yields the following identities:

(3.14) d9rcoß + coy Acoß + con+xAcoß    =0,

(3.15) d^œan+l+ojayAioytt+l=0,

11   i r\ J "+1    ,        «+1 t n(3.16) ¿yd).    +CO     AcoB=0,

(3.17) œ"+X Aco'=0.
fi+1 .     y

f      A0}n+l

3.18   Lemma. The relative 1 -forms œ"a+x constitute a local frame for L*.

Proof. Let Xa be the local frame for L determined by the equation ®(Xa) =

-9a.  The independence of co"a+x  follows from the fact that <y"+1  is a dual

coframe of X :
a

en = -<&(*) = -i(xa) dn = -vXatj = conß+x(xa) eß. d

The invariants n and G can be expressed as follows.
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3.19 Proposition. There is a symmetric matrix valued function (c ) suchthat

the identities

i-, ~,r\\ n aß     n+\  _      n+\
(3.20) n = -c Hcoa    ®COß    ,

(3.21) G=-{d9-c p+c rcoy+c"coy}®coa    ®coß

are satisfied.

Proof. From equation (3.17), and since <y"+ are linearly independent, it fol-

lows that there is a symmetric matrix valued function c such that coan+x =

caßco"ß+x.

(i) Equation (3.20) is a consequence of the calculation

u(xa,xß) = -{AFxfeXfn)(x¿ = -{vNXa(-cona+x(xß)d°)}(xn)

= {vNxeß}(xn) = -caß.
a '

(ii) We prove the equation (3.21) by computing G(Xa, Xß, X ) using the

invariant definition of G given by the formula (3.5). To do this, we first com-

pute

{*x*x -%,*}(X,) = {Vj Vi V%}(X„) = -{VBVBX d?}(X¿
pay ' pay • pa •

= {VNxyMda + col+xiXa)rl)}(Xri)

= -<iXa)ofn+x(Xß) + {VNxyati)}(Xn)

= -cß°col(Xa) + X/\

Using this and the identity Xa(U(Xß , X )) = Xacßy yields the formula

G(Xa, Xß , Xy) = \{Xacßy + S°coßa(Xa) + cß°col(Xa)} .   □

3.22 The canonical affine connection on leaves. Recall that the leaves of a

Lagrangian foliation have a natural flat affine structure [W]. In the case of

Legendre foliations, there is a natural affine connection on leaves, which is

flat precisely when n = 0.

To define it, proceed as follows. Let V denote the partial connection on

L obtained from the induced connection by identifying L with Qf by the

vector bundle isomorphism <I>: L —► Qf . More precisely, VL is defined by the

formula

VXY = d?~X oV°o(p(Y).

The partial connection V induces an ordinary affine connection on the leaf

Z. Let X and Y be vector fields on S supported on a appropriately small

neighborhood of a point in X. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

X and Y extend to tangential vector fields X and Y on P. Recall that the

restriction of the bundle L* to X is T*X. Similarly, we have L,E = TX. The
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affine connection on X is defined by the restriction to X of V~F. It is not

difficult to check that it is well-defined and independent of the choice of the

extensions X and Y.

3.23    Proposition. The partial connection VL is torsion free and has curvature

(3.24) RL(X, Y)Z = U(X,Z)Y-U(Y,Z)X

for tangential vector fields X, Y, and Z on P. In particular, if n = 0 then

R   =0, and the canonical connection on each leaf is torsion free and flat.

Proof. To prove that V is torsion free, we need to show VXY- VYX -

[X,Y] = 0. Recall that Vxv = n(Vxv) where n: E* © Q* -» Q* is the

projection.

VLXY = <D-'{v5<D(r)} = <D_1{V?V^} = <t>-l{n(V^t,)}

= 0-'{7r(vX'7 + <,y1")}

= <t>~X {vfo(X)} + <&~X {<&([X, Y])} = VYX + [X, Y].

To prove the identity (3.24), it suffices to check it in the special case X =

Xa, Y = Xß, and Z = X , where (Xa) is the local frame for L such that

<P(Xa) = -6" . (See the proof of Lemma 3.18.)

RL(Xa, Xß)Xy = [VLXn, VLXß]Xy - VL{XaXß]Xy

n

= -J2{d^7a + coypAcoPa}(Xa,Xß)Xa.
a=\

But, from the equation (3.14), {d^co'a + coyp A copa)(Xa, Xß) = crPS° - cyaSß.

Therefore,

RL(Xa , Xp)Xy = cyaXß - cyßXa = U(Xa , Xy)Xß - I\(Xß , Xy)Xa .    D

4. Flat Legendre foliations

The simplest class of Legendre foliations is characterized by the vanishing

of n. Such Legendre foliations are called flat, and a result analogous to the

Weinstein's [W] on Lagrangian foliations holds:

4.1 Theorem. Let AF be aflat Legendre foliation on (P, rj), and p e P. Then

there are coordinates (xl, yJ) around p such that

n

(4.2) r¡ = dx"    + y~] y" dx" ,
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and the foliation is locally defined by x' = constant. Consequently, all flat

Legendre foliations are locally equivalent. Moreover, leaves of AF have a natural

flat affine structure.

Proof. Note that, if n = 0, then the canonical affine connection on leaves is

torsion free and flat by Proposition 3.23, and hence, the leaves of AF have a

natural flat affine structure.

To show the existence of the coordinates satisfying the identity (4.2), use the

normal form theorem to identify AF locally with its normal form AFF defined on

S*FM c T* M. Then, n can be expressed as the restriction to L of F..dy'®dyJ

(see (3.2)) where (x', y1) are coordinates on T*M induced from coordinates

(*') on M.

First, we claim that F-. = 0 on T*M and, consequently,   F = sfx)y' for

some functions sfx) depending only upon x'. This can be seen from the

condition n = 0 and the fact that F is of homogeneous degree 1. For observe

that, the condition n = 0 implies

(4.3) {Fijdyi®dyj}(X,Y) = 0

for tangential vector fields X, Y (i.e. dF(X) = dF(Y) = dx(X) = dx(Y) =

0). Note that from the homogeniety condition on F , we have Fty' = F, and

by differentiating this, we obtain F.ff = 0. We now want to prove equation

(4.3) for arbitrary X, Y. It suffices to show this for the special case when

X = f^¡ since dF(yi^1) = FiVi = F = 1 £ 0 on S*M :

{^.<*(/£.r)^/<*>-.

for an arbitrary vector field Y .

To show the existence of coordinates satisfying (4.2), recall that we have

F = sy' for some smooth functions s¡ depending only on x . Consider a

vector field on Rn+   defined by   s, -ß-r. Since the vector field   s, -Q-¡ defines a
1 dx ' dx

1-dimensional foliation, we can find coordinate functions x' on Rn+ suchthat

s¡ Ù = -à* ' and rfjc°(si¿) = 0 for a = 1, .., «. Clearly then sfâ = SJn+l.

We claim that the coordinates (x',yj) on T*Rn+x induced by (xl) satisfiy

(4.2). To prove this, it suffices to show that F = yn+ since r¡ is a restriction of

C = E?=iV dx' ■ Note that y' and f are related by the relation ££,' y1 g =

y1. Thus, if we rewrite F in terms of (xl, y'), F = s¡y' = J2"+LisiyJj*~t =
En+l    j r;' n+\        _MyJK+i=y   ■ a

5. Nondegenerate Legendre foliations

Legendre foliations with nondegenerate n are called nondegenerate. For

such foliations, we apply Cartan's method of equivalence to obtain a set of
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local invariants. We begin by showing that there is a canonical reduction of

the structure group of P to the orthogonal group 0(p, q) where (p, q) is

the signature of n. Then, we show that there is a canonical connection on P

characterized by certain properties. Its torsion and curvature form a set of local

invariants for the foliation.

The study of nondegenerate Legendre foliations is a generalization of Chern's

work on Finsler spaces [C]. In fact, we show that a Legendre foliation is locally

equivalent to one of the form AFF with F a Finsler metric precisely when n is

positive definite. In [C], it is proved that F is a norm induced by a Riemannian

metric if and only if G vanishes. As a result of the normal form theorem, we

show that every Legendre foliation AF with positive definite n and vanishing

G is locally equivalent to one of the form AFF with F the norm of a Rie-

mannian metric. In this case, AF is called a Riemannian (pseudo-Riemannian

if n is nondegenerate) Legendre foliation.

We conclude this section by showing that there is a natural almost CR-

structure on P resulting from the reduction of the structure group.

5.1 Reduction of structure group. To describe the canonical group reduction,

introduce a symmetric 2-form II on P. To do this, define a tensor field X e

Y(T*P ® L) as follows. Let í>* : TP —> L* be the vector bundle map defined

by the equation Q>*(X) = {i(X)dt]},L for a vector field X on P. From the

nondegeneracy of n, we obtain a natural isomorphism h: L —> L* defined by

the relation {h(Y)}(Z) = U(Y, Z) for Y, Z tangent to AF. The canonical

tensor field A is then defined by the composition of bundle maps

(5.2) À:TP^L*^LCTP

From this, we obtain the relation

(5.3) Yl(X(X), Y) = dn(X, Y)

for  Y tangent to AF.   The symmetric 2-form n is defined by the formula

ñ = A*n.

5.4 Theorem. There exist a canonical set of coframes, (6a,r],tA,a) on P de-

termined by the conditions

(1) daeY(Q*),

(2) dn = öaßear\tß,

(3) n = eaßea®eß,

(4) AFxn = -öaßea®iiß-oaße®eß,

where e = (enß) = ( J _¡ j, and (p, q) is the signature of W.

We will call (8a , r\, C) a normalized coframe. Before we prove the theorem,

we need the following lemma:
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5.5    Lemma. The set ofi nxn matrices   gl(n,R) can be decomposed as

gl(n, R) = o(p, q)®o(p, q)X,

where o(p, q)1' = ¡a e gl(n , R) \ a - ea'e = OJ .

Proof. Note that any element a e gl(n, R) can be written as a =

j(a - ea'e) + \(a + ea'e). From direct computation, it can be easily checked

that j(a - ea'e) e o(p, q) and \(a + ea e) e o(p, q) . Also, it is clear that

o(j?, q) n o(p, q)L = 0, and thus, we have the decomposition.   D

Remark. We will often use the fact that a e o(p, q) if and only if ea is

symmetric, and a e o(p, q) if and only if ea is skew-symmetric.

Proof of Theorem 5.4. First, choose a frame Xa e T(L) such that H(Xa, Xß) =

eaß and let 6a = -<i>{Xa). Then, let <f be 1-forms such that dn = oaß 6a Acf .

(The existence of such cf can be checked by using the coordinate functions

(x' ,yJ) in the normal form theorem.) Note that £f(Xß) = Sß since 6a =

-<D(X ) = -i(Xf dn = oyß ¿ß(Xa) 6y.
To define C satisfying (2)-(4), consider the following. Note that r\, 8a de-

fines an involutive distribution L . By the Frobenius Theorem and the computa-

tion dda(Xß, X,) = {i(Xß)dea}(Xn) = -{&x<t>>Xa)}'Xn) = -{AFx&xrfAt(Xn)

= ^A(Xß , Xf) = eaß , the exterior derivative of 6a can be written in the form

(5.6) dda = 6ß Aaaß-eaßnA^ß.

where eaß denotes dayeyß. Let (Haßr] + xaß) is the o(p, q) -component of

(&f) with respect to the decomposition gl(n,R) = o(p, q)@o(p, q) where

t^ = 0 mod ea, t.

We claim that £* can be chosen so that Hß=0. More specifically, define

<A,a = £f + eaß Hy 6y. Then, if we let a"ß = a°¡¡ - Hß r\, we can rewrite equation

(5.6) as

(5.7) d6a = eß Aaaß-eaßnAclß.

(i) We show identity (2) as follows: Since   eaß Hy   is symmetric a, y ,

(5.8) dn = Saß 8a A iß = Saß OaACß- eaßHß0a Ady = Saß 6° A £,ß .

(ii) To prove (3), it suffices to show that fcf = eaß 8ß since n is the

restriction to L of eaßC ®£,ß . Using the identity (5.3),

eaß ik*C)iX) = eaß íf(X(X)) = U(X(X), Xp) = dn(X, Xß) = dß(X).

(iii) To prove (4), note that aaß - xaß is an o(p, ^)-valued 1-form and t" = 0

mod 9a , t]ß . If we rewrite the identity (5.7) as d6a = -(aaß - raß) A dß - eaßn A

Zß - Taß A 6ß , we have ^x 6a = i(X^) d6a = -(&aß - xaß)(Xn) 8ß - eaß c;ß . Using
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this and the fact that aaß - zaß is an o(p, «^-valued 1-form,

s,xy\. = 3'x (e   ea®eß) = eaB{(¿fx ea)®eß + ea®lsl eß)}

= -oaßtf®dß -oaß8a®Cß.   a

It can be easily seen that the normalized coframes in Theorem 5.4 satisfy the

transformation rule of the form

8a = Aaß8ß,     rj = tj,     (A%^=t,        where (Aaß) e 0(p, q).

In particular, there is a canonical splitting of the short exact sequence

0 —+ 0* —* Ann(X ) — L* —► 0

defined by a map from L* to Ann(X ) sending £fL to ¡Af . Equivalently, there

is a canonical decomposition T* P = E* ®Q* ®L* where L* is spanned by £Q .

Also, we have TP = N®L = E®Q®L where E is the line bundle spanned

by X ,  N = Ann(L*), and Q = Ann(») n Ann(L').   With respect to this

decomposition, f\k L* can be regarded as subbundle of the bundle /\k T*P,

and n and G are symmetric forms on P :

ll = eaßc:a®iß   and   G = Gaßy? ® iß ® tf .

5.9 The canonical connection on P. Nondegenerate Legendre foliations have a

canonical connection characterized by the properties in the following theorem.

5.10 Theorem. There is unique connection V on P suchthat

(i) Vf? = v(drj) = vn = vñ = V(£?x ñ) = 0,

(2)   The torsion  T  of V  has vanishing component in    ß 0 (A N*)  and

L®(/\2L*).

Remark. To show the existence of V , we explicitly give a formula for V using

Lie derivatives. This formula is analogous to an expression of the Levi-Civita

connection on a Riemannian manifold (M, g) written as follows: Vxv =

j{i(X)(dv +AFv.g)} where v* is the vector field determined by the condition

g(v*, Y) = v(Y) for all Y where X and v are a vector field and a 1-form on

M . It can be easily checked that this formula defines a well-defined connection

on M, and that it is the Levi-Civita connection.

Proof of Theorem 5.10. Define the natural connection V on P as follows: Let

tier(Q') and X be a vector field on P. Since IT is nondegenerate on Q, v

determines a unique section v* of Q by ñ(v*, Y) = v(Y) for all Y e Y(Q).

Now, let

(5.11) V xv = ^7i{i(X)(dv + 5AV.U)}

where n: T*P —► Q* is the projection onto Q* with respect to the canonical

decomposition of T*P described above. To extend V to T*P, define Vxv
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for v e Y(E*) and v e Y(L*) as follows. If v e Y(E*), let Vxv = 0. To

define Vxv for v e T(L*), note that ker(A) = E®L and hence the dual bundle

map X* of X maps L* isomorphically onto Q*. Let Vxv = (X*)~x{X/xX*v}.

We claim that this is the connection on P satisfying the properties (l)-(2) in

Theorem 5.10.

To prove the theorem, we must show (i) that V is a well-defined connec-

tion on P, (ii) that V satisfies the condition (1), (iii) that the Q ® (/\2 N*)-

component of T vanishes, (iv) that the L®(/\ L*)-component of T vanishes,

and (v) the uniqueness of such connection.

(i) To show that V is well-defined, it suffices to show that the identity (5.11)

defines a well-defined connection on Q*. Clearly, Vxv is linear in X and

hence we only need prove that Vx is a derivation. From direct computation, we

have ^fv'8a = 8a(v*)df + fS?v.da . Thus, using the identity ñ = eaß8a ® 8ß ,

we obtain i(X)3ffv.ñ = (Xf)v + v(X)dfi + fi(X)5fv.ñ. Substituting this to
the identity (5.11), proves that V^ is a derivation:

Vxfiv = \n{i(X)(d(fv) + 2'fv.ñ)} = (Xf)v + fiVxv.

(ii) To prove property (1), we will show that there is an o(p, t?)-valued 1-

form (7iß) such that

(5.12) V8a = -naß®8ß,        ve = inlfß®tß.

where (8a, r¡, £?) is the normalized coframe in Theorem 5.4. From this, prop-

erty ( 1 ) easily follows. For instance,

Vxdr, = Vx(oaß8aAtß)

= Saßnay(X)8yAtß-oaß8aA{(n')ßiX)e} = 0.

Other properties can be proved similarly.

To construct n^ and prove property (2), it is convenient to consider the

following formula, which will simplify the computation: Let W , X , and Xa

be the dual frame of 8a , «, and C , then (8"f = eavWv and (Vx8a)(Y) =

x2{d8a(X, Y) + eav'Sew(eap8°'®8P)(X, Y)} from (5.11). From this, we obtain

the formula

(5.13) (Vx8a)(Y)=X-{d8a(X,Y)-eavd8a(X,Wv)eap8p(Y)

+ eap8a(X)eavd8p(Wv,Y)}.

Letting Y = Wß in (5.13), we obtain the formula for (7^)

(5.14) naß(X) = -(Vx8a)(Wß)

= -\{d8\X, Wß)-eavd8°(X, Wfeaß)

+ \eap8a(X){eavd8i'(Wii,Wß)}.
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Recall that a e gl(n, R) is in o(p, q) if and only if ea is skew-symmetric.

Hence, it follows that the last two terms in (5.14) are o(p, <jr)-valued as matrices

in a, ß , and therefore, so is naß . Also, it can be directly computed that X*tf =

eaß 8a, and

VXC = (¿TWO = -¿¡nß(X)eyX = («')}(*)*'.

(iii) To prove that T has vanishing component in Q®(/\ N*), we need to

show

(5.15) 8a{T(X, Y)} = d8a(X, Y) - (\>x8a)(Y) + (VY8a)(X) = 0.

for X, Y are sections of N. But this can be easily seen by considering the

skew symmetric part in X, Y of the formula (5.13).

(iv) To prove that T has vanishing L®(/\ L*)-component, we need to show

(5.16) CfliXß , X7)) = dC(Xß , Xy) - (n')°y(Xß) + (nfß(Xy) = 0.

The proof of this makes use of the following three identities. First, let X = X ,

Y =Wß, and substitute (5.7) in the formula (5.13). Then

(5.17) naß(Xy) = -(Vx8a)(Wß) = \{aaß(Xy) - eav eßaaafXy)).

We obtain the second identity from 0 = d r\ = dav dda A AAf - ôav 8a A dcf .

From this and the identity (5.7), 5av aap A ¿f A 8" = ôav dtf A 8" . Applying

interior evaluation with LAlA Wg on both sides of this identity, we obtain

an identity

(5.18) X-dC(Xß,Xy) = X-Wn(Xß)-aßa(Xy)}.

To obtain the last identity, note that d8°(Xß, Xf) = 0 from the involutivity

of L. Differentiating this by Jz^ ,

0 = AFx{eaad8a(Xß,Xa)}

= ¿l{(S'xd8a) (Xß , Xf + d8°(5?xXß , Xf + d8y(Xß , 5AxXf) .

Using (5.7) and t](AAFx Xf) = 0, we compute

ddn(J?xXß , Xy) = 8a(S?xXß)aaa(Xy) = e°ß ¿'(X^AF^dd") (Xß , Xy)

= d{i(Xn)d8°}(Xß,Xy) = -e°pdeiXß,Xy).

Hence, the last identity follows:

(5.19) \dtf\Xß,Xy) = \{zaatPß*p(Xy)-e:e^°p(Xß)}.

Adding (5.18) and (5.19), we obtain an expression for dC(Xß, Xf in terms

of a'Ó. The identity (5.16) can be checked by direct computation using this

expression and equation (5.17).
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(v) For uniqueness, suppose that V is another such connection satisfying

conditions (1) and (2). Then 0 = Vx{dn -5fxU} = Vx{Sa8 8a ® {*} , which

implies that V has connection form ni such that V8a = -ni ® 8 , and

V£a = (n)aß®^ß. Moreover, it can be easily checked that VIT = 0 implies

that ñ°i is an o(p, #)-valued 1-form. Now, since the torsions T and T have

vanishing Q ® (A N* )-component, we have

8a{T(X,Y)} = d8a(X,Y) + nay(X)8y(Y)-ny(Y)8y(X) = 0,

8a{f(X, Y)} = d8a(X, Y) + ñy(X)8y(Y)-ñy(Y)8y(X) = 0,

where X, Y are sections of N. By letting X = X and comparing both equa-

tions, we obtain rfiXJ = ^(X^). If we let X = Wa and Y = Wp , it follows

that na(Wa)-ña(Wa) is symmetric in p, a by comparing both equations again.

But, since naß , and naß are o(p, qfvahied 1-forms, CßairfilVf - ñ°(Wa)}

vanishes since it is symmetric in p, o, and skew symmetric in ß, p. It fol-

lows that ni, and naß coincide in the direction of Ann(L*). A similar argu-

ment using the fact that both T and T have vanishing L®(/\ L* )-component

(identity (5.16)) shows that naß and naß coincide in the direction of L.   D

5.20   Theorem.  8a, r¡, £f, and ni satisfy the first structure equations

0     \
0

0     0    -(n')aßJ

(5-21) / -eaßnAc;ß + Gaaye;8ßAe \

\Kaßy8ßA8y + Saßr1A8ß + QaßY8ßAeJ

where Qf ßy = Qßay and Kaßy = -Kayß . ( Gaßy denotes ôa° Goßy.)

Proof. The first equation comes from the identity (5.7): If we let aaß - naß =

(5.22) dda = -naßA8ß-eaßrjAZß + Ca ßy 8ß A 8y + Da ßy 8ß A ('.

By substituting this into (5.15), and letting X = Wa,Y = Wß, we obtain

Caßy = 0.   Therefore, aaß = naß + Daßy cf  and by substituting this into the

identity (5.17), we can check that Daßy is o(p, «^-valued as a matrix in a, ß

for fixed y.

We claim Daßy = £aßGaya . To do this, we use the formula for G given in

Proposition 3.19. Using equation (5.22) above, we compute V^ 8a = AFX 8a =

-{naß(Xy) + Daßy} 9ß -eaßn . Thus caß = eaß , and Gaßy is the symmetric part

of eypcoßp(Xf) in ß,y. Since coß(Xn)8p = {nß(XJ + DßpJ 8» and Dß     is
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°ÍP ■> Q) -valued in ß, p, Gaßy = eyDßpa. From this and the symmetry of

Gaßy, the claim follows.

We complete the proof by showing that the coefficients of ¡A,ß AÇy and r\ A(\ß

in dAf* - (t')« A ç   vanish. The vanishing of the coefficient of ç A <Af follows

from the identity (5.16). The vanishing of the coefficient of i/A^ and the

symmetry condition on Qaßy can be shown by evaluating both sides of 0 =

d28 = 6ap (d8° Ae - 8" A di") by X, A Xy A Wa and WaAWßAXy.   u

Recall that G = Gaßyr®^®<?',

5.23    Proposition. The invariant G satisfies the identity

Moreover, Qf ßy is an o(p, q) -valuedfunction as a matrix in a, y and ß, y.

In particular, if G = 0, then Qa ßy = 0.

Proof. This follows from the evaluation of both sides of d 8a = 0 by Wg A

XnAXp. For simplicity, let us denote p" = £°ßGa ya 8ß . Also, let 8 = (8a),

¿Í = (£f), n = (ni), and p = (paß). Then, from the structure equation (5.21),

d8 = -n Ad - (er]) Ac; + p Ac;,    dÇ = n AÇ + K,

where k = (k°) = Kaßy 8ß A 8y + Saß n A 8ß + Qaßy 8ß A Çy. Now compute the

exterior derivative of the first equation:

0 = d28 = -dn A 8 + n A d8 - d(er¡ - p) A £ + (et] - p) A d¡A,

= - (dn + n An) Ad -n A(er\- p) Ac;- d(er\ - p) A ¡A,

+ (er¡ - p) An A c; + (et] - p) A k

= - (dn + n A n) A 8 + (et] - p) A k

- {d(et] - p) + n A (et] - p) - (et] - p) A n) A ¡A,.

But, since n is an o(p, «^-valued 1-form, we have n A (et]) - (et]) An = 0.

Applying interior evaluation with Wa A X^ A Xp to both sides of the equation

above, we obtain

(5.24)      {dn + nAn}aa(Xn,Xp)

= {dp + nAp-pAnt)ap(Wa,Xtt)-{eaßKß}(Wa,Xp).

Observe that the left-hand side of this identity is o(p, ^)-valued regarded as

matrices in a, o . We claim that and the right-hand side is o(p, q)  -valued in
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a, a , and hence it vanishes. From direct computation, we obtain

{dp + nAp-pAnfyW^XJ

= -<i^Gapy)-^aßy(n')ß(Xf

-t'lVßpyß(X,) + Gßpyn;(XJ).
y=\

Note that terms on the right-hand side of this equation are components of

oip, q)X-val\ied matrices in a, o . Also, note the formula -{eaßKß}(Wa, X )

= -e°ßQßaP- Since QßaP is symmetric in ß,o, -{eaßKß}(Wa, Xp) is an

o(p, q) -valued function in a, o for each fixed p, and thus we have proved

the claim. Therefore, the right-hand side of the identity (5.24) vanishes. From

this, we obtain the formula

<^QßyP = i^Gaap) + Gßop(nt)ßa(Xt})

+ GaßPi*)liX,) + Gaaß(nt)ßp(Xti),

and this proves the proposition. Finally, note that the right-hand side of this

equation is symmetric in all of a, o , and p . Therefore, Qf ß is an o(p, q) -

valued function regarded as matrices in a, y for fixed ß , and in ß, y for each

fixed a.    D

5.25 11 asa pseudo-Riemannian metric on leaves. If AF is nondegenerate, the

leaves of AF have a canonical pseudo-Riemannian metric given by the restriction

of n. Recall that each leaf of AF has a canonical affine connection (§3.22).

Similarly, consider the Levi-Civita connection of this pseudo-Riemannian on

the leaves. In fact, this connection is the restriction of V to the leaves since

the torsion of V has L® (A L*)-vanishing component and V^n = 0. We will

show that the curvature of the Levi-Civita connection can be expressed in terms

of the invariant G. As a corollary, in the special case when AF is Riemannian,

the canonical Riemannian metric has positive constant sectional curvature.

To obtain the curvature of the Levi-Civita connection, we compute the cur-

vature of V in directions tangent to AF :

5.26 Proposition. If UAß = dnaß + n" A nyß . is the curvature matrix of V,

aafi ee eßyoapeAe + (Dßype)A(DyaX)   mod (8a, t])

where Daßy = e"ß Ga ya . If H is positive definite and G = 0, then the canonical

Levi-Civita connection on leaves has the curvature matrix \{oß ôa - 6ß ôa} £p A

£f, and hence, the leaves of AF have Riemannian metrics of constant sectional

curvature 1 .

Proof. From the structure equation (5.21), we have

°>aßiXy) = -&xf}iWß) = naß(Xy) + Da
ßy'
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Hence, as relative forms, we have   ofß = n°i + Da ß ty and

d^ + c°ayAa)ß = {drn<ß + driD"ßrZy))

' ,1a        r\a      nP\   .  /    y        rit       cCT\
+ (x7-D 7pnr\inß-D ßai ).

On the other hand, from the identities (3.14) and coan+x = caßconfx , we have

/c ->o\ j     a ,    <* .    y ay   «+1 .    1+1 xY . *ß
(5.28) dsrcoß + cüyAcoß = -c   coy    Acoß    =-zJ?M¡f.

(Note that !Af = w"+ as relative forms since (O and (of*x) are both dual

frames to (Xf) where Xa e Y(L) are determined by the condition Q>(Xa) =

-8a A) Comparing the o(p, <?)-component of (5.27) and (5.28), we obtain the

curvature matrix.

5.29 Examples of nondegenerate Legendre foliations. In the normal form theo-

rem, we proved that any Legendre foliation is locally equivalent to one of the

form AFF . We study Legendre foliations AFF when (i) F is a Finsler metric

and (ii) F is the norm induced by a Riemannian metric on M. For a Rie-

mannian manifold (M, g), we denote AF and w for the Riemannian

Legendre foliation and the contact 1-form on the unit cotangent bundle S* M

of M.
A Finsler metric F: T*M —► R+ U {0} is a positively homogeneous function

(i.e. F(tv) = tF(v) for t > 0 ) satisfying the triangle inequality F(vx +v2) <

F(vx) + F(v2). It can be shown that the triangle inequality is equivalent to the

convexity of the function F , and this is again equivalent to the condition that

(F2).   be positive definite on T*M. (See [Sp].)

5.30 Proposition. A Legendre foliation AF is locally equivalent to one of the

form AFF with F Finsler metric if and only if Yl is positive definite.

Proof. Note that, since F is homogeneous, F = F¡y' . By differentiating this

again, we obtain Fijyx = 0, and hence restricted to fibers of T*M, dF =

F¡dy'. Also, on fibers of S*FM, we have F = 1 and 0 = dF = F¡dy'.

Therefore,

(5.31)     i (F2)u dy* ® dyj = {F¡Fj + FFtj} dy ® dyj = Ftj dy ® dyj = n.

From this, it is clear that, if F is a Finsler metric, then n is positive definite.

Conversely, if n is positive definite, AF is locally equivalent to its normal

form AFF with (F2)¡jdy' ®dyj positive definite, and thus F is a Finsler met-

ric.   D

5.32 Proposition. A nondegenerate Legendre foliation AF is pseudo-Riemann-

ian if and only if G = 0. If the nondegeneracy condition is replaced by the condi-

tion that n is positive definite, the pseudo-Riemannian metric is a Riemannian

metric.
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Proof. By the Normal Form Theorem 2.5, we may assume that AF is of the

form AFp . We claim that

(5.33) G=X-(F2)i]kdy'®dy]®dyk.

The proof of this can be directly checked using the the following facts:  j (F )¡jk

= FikFj + FiFjk + FkFij + F Fuk and F, dy' = dF = 0 on S*FM.

If AF is Riemannian, then F2 = gkl(x)y y , for a metric gkl depending

only upon   x = (xl), and it follows that (F )jk = 0 and G = 0.

Conversely, if G = 0 and n is nondegenerate, (F )¡jk dy' ®dyJ ®dy = 0 in

the direction tangent to AFF . Thus, it suffices to show that (F )ijk dy' ® dyJ ®

dy   = 0 in the direction of y' ~¡, which is transversal to the hypersurface

{F = constant}. (See the proof of Theorem 4.1.) Recall that we have   Fi y =

F and    FuyJ = 0.   By differentiating this with respect to    y  , we obtain
u

FijkyJ = -Fik . Following computation shows that (F )¡jk dy' ®dyJ ®dy   =0

vanishes in the direction of y ■%-. :
dy

\ iF\k yk = {plk fj + FJk F, + Fu Fk + F Ftjk}yk

= FuF + FFijkyk = FuF-FuF = 0.

Therefore, (F2)ijkdyl®dyJ ®dyk = 0 and (F2)ijk = 0. Since F2 is locally a

homogeneous function of degree 2, it follows that   F   = gjAx)y' y1 for some

ig i Ax)) depending only upon x = (x1). From the identity (5.31), we can see

that the matrix g.. is nondegenerate (resp. positive definite) if and only if n

is nondegenerate (resp. positive definite).   D

The local structure of AF determines the Riemannian metric g uniquely.

More precisely, if AF is equivalent to the Legendre foliation AF. obtained from

a Riemannian manifold (M, g), then (M, g) and (M, g) are isometric.

5.34 Proposition. Let 4>: S*M —> S*M be a diffeomorphism such that cp*t]. =

t]    and ¡ft* AF. = AF .   Then there is an isometry tpQ : M —> M such that 4> =

(<p*f)-XS*M.

Proof. The existence of </>0 with the property cf> = (<t>l)~ follows from Corol-

lary 2.6. Clearly, the map 0O is an isometry since it preserves unit length (i.e.

4>*f maps S*M onto S*M).   u

The local structure of a Riemannian Legendre foliation AF can be explicitly

described in terms of an orthonormal coframe as follows. Let v = (o1) be a

local orthonormal coframe defined on an open set U c M, and let cp = (cpl) be
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the connection form for o. Then, the structure equations for the Riemannian

structure are

do + tp A v = 0,     dcp + cp Acp = £lM

where SlM = (\Rljk¡o  A o ) is the curvature matrix.

To define 8a, cf , consider the parametrization of T* U defined by the co-

frame o :
n+l

,»+K _ TT .. m.n + 1Ei    « / 1 n+l,  _ TT
y oxo(x,y , ... ,y     )eU x

í=i

Then the contact 1-form can be written as t] = Y%=i y'0' ■ We define 8a = jfu1

where f = (f'A is chosen to be an 0(n + 1, K)-valued smooth function such

that f"+  = y' defined on an open subset of S* U. Therefore, we have

(5.35) e = fu,    u = f~xe,    where e =

We define £f as follows. By applying the exterior derivative to the first

equation of (5.35), and using the identity dff~x = -fdf~x ,

de = dfAo + ido = dtr\ (f"'e) - ftp A (f~'e)

= -f(i/r1Tr»rl)A6.

Note that the matrix valued 1-form f(df~ + tpi~ ) is skew-symmetric. If we

denote this by n = (nlj) and let <Af = 7i"+  = -nan+x, we have

We claim that (8a , t] ,C) is a normalized coframe for AFg , and naß is the

connection form for V defined in Theorem 5.10. In fact, this can be checked

by using the following structure equations.

5.37 Proposition. The coframe 8a , t], if satisfies the following structure equa-

tions:

(5.38)

/     -<^Acf      \

\i-mMrxTnJ

(5.39) dnaß + nayAn!ß=C MP A(iQ.Mf l)°.

Proof. The first two equations in (5.38) are immediate consequences of (5.36).

The rest of the equations follow from

dn + n An = f &lM f    .
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To prove this, multiply f~x on both sides of n = f(df~x + cpf~x). Then we have

f_17T = di~x + cpi~x . By applying the exterior derivative on both sides of this,

dfx An + rxdn = (dtp)f~X - tp A (df~x)

= (-<pAtp + SlM)rX -tpA(di~X)M>

r~l \ j. n
M'

-1

M*

= -tpA(df ' +cp{-X) + Q.Mf-]

= -(cprx)An + iiMrx

From this, we obtain

f Xdn = -(df X+tpf x)An + £lMf ' =-f XnAn + £lMf ',

and (5.39) follows from this.    D

5.40 Corollary. Let AFg be the Riemannian Legendre foliation defined on S*M,

where (M, g) is a Riemannian manifold. Then the metric has constant sectional

curvature k if and only if Ka ßy = 0 and Saß = 2kôZ :

Proof. Comparing the equation (5.38) with the structure equation (5.25), it

can be easily checked that Kaß   is the coefficient of 8ß A 8y and Sß is the

coefficient of n A 8ß in (-filMrx)an+x where SlM = (\R*jklok A o') is the

curvature matrix for the metric g .

If g has constant sectional curvature k , then R'jkl = K(Ô'kôj - ô\ô}k) and

we have (¡AlM)'¡ = kü' AoJ. From this and the identity f~x = f ', it follows that

(filMr')^+1 = k (fo)a A (fo)n+ = k 8a A t]. This in turn implies the equations

Kaßy = 0 and Saß = kó¡ .

Conversely, if Kaßy = 0 and Sß = KOaß , then (fíí^r1)^, = k 8a A t]. But,

since

(fn^fC^i/^'^y/A-;',      and

2k 0a A » = £ K /"ZV A oJ = 2 Kfi; (Slkâj - ô{ô\) y1 vkA0l.

ji ji

From these, we obtain f°¡R'jkly} = Kfi" (ô'kSJ - ôJkôj)yJ. Note that this

identity holds even when a is replaced by n + 1 since both sides vanish.

Moreover, since R'jk¡  and k do not depend on y', it follows that R'jkl =

K(o'koj-oJko¡).     D

5.41 Canonical CR-structures on P. A CR-structure on P is an «-dimensional

complex subbundle A%f of the complexified tangent bundle CTP of P satis-

fying !%f n !%f = {0} where the bar denotes the complex conjugation. A CR-

structure is called integrable if [AA?, A??] c A?? (i.e. the set of smooth sections is

closed under the Lie bracket). It can be easily checked that the integrability of

the CR-structure is equivalent to condition that the ideal in the exterior algebra
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f\(CT*P) generated by J^ = Ann(¿F) c CT*P is closed under the exterior

differentiation.

If AF is nondegenerate, there is a canonical CR-structure on P defined by

the bundle %? spanned by Wa - ie^Xß .

5.42 Proposition. The CR-structure defined by A%? = span(Wa - ieß Xß)a=x n

is integrable if and only if Ka ß = 0. In particular, this CR-structure is integrable

if AF is locally a Riemannian Legendre foliation obtained from a Riemannian

manifold with constant curvature (see Corollary 5.40).

Proof. Let öQ = \(8a + ieaßCß). Then the 1-forms <3Q and t] span ^x , and

the integrability condition can be equivalently stated as

dt] = d&a = 0   mod (t],  &a).

To compute dûa and dt], note that the 1-forms ûa , 8a , and cf have the

following relations:

(5.43) 8° = t}a,        C = -i£aß&a     mod (t], $a),

From these relations and the structure equation (5.21), we have dt] = oaßda A

c^ß = eaßdaAUß = 0 mod (t],ßa).

Also, using the structure equation (5.21), we compute dûa as follows:

dF = -Udda-ieaßdc;ß)

(5.44) =X-{-naßA8ß -eaßt]AA;ß + G\ye°ß8ß A?)

-^{(nf^e + Ke^e^'Ae' + S^Ad' + Q-^e'AÍ*}.

Since Ga     and Qßya e" are symmetric in y, p, we have

G\/ß 8ßAcf = -iG\y e¡eyp uß A ûp ee 0   mod (« , F),

Qßya 8y A ¡f ee -Qßya e°p uyAtfp = 0   mod («, #*).

Thus, from the equation (5.43), and the fact that en' = -ne (recall that n is

an o(p, «jO-valued 1-form),

dt3^-\naßAeß + yaßeßye-^aßKßy^A8a

^-n;A[\(8ß-ieße)}-l^aßKßy^Aßa

o   .    nß        la  -rß       ay   .    a" la „ß   ay       aa
= -nßAUp -^eßKpyaß  AÛ   =--eßKyau A 8

modulo (t], ûa). From this, it follows that K"ßy = 0 if and only if dt)a = 0

mod (t], ûa) and the theorem is proved,   o
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In the special case when dim P = 5 and n is positive definite, a different

CR-structure can be defined as follows: Observe that in this case the canon-

ical reduction of structure group in Theorem 5.4 gives an 0(2, R)-bundle of

frames over P. By choosing an orientation of this bundle, and using the fact

that 50(2, R) = £7(1) s {e" e C|i G E}, we define a complex structure

J: CAnn(r/) —* CAnn(rç) by the multiplication of i. More precisely, we de-

fine J by the relations

JWX = W2,     JW2 = -WX,     JXX=X2,      and    JX2 = -Xx,

and extend by linearity. The CR-structure A%f on P is defined by the i-

eigenspace of J, or equivalently by the bundle spanned by  Wx - iW2  and

Xx - iX2.

5.45    Proposition. The CR-structure defined above is integrable if and only if

(5.46) Gxxx = 3G122     and    G222 = 3GXX2.

Proof. Note that the 1-forms ûx = {-(8X - id2), û2 = ^ - icf), and r\ span

^,J~.   Hence, to prove the proposition, we need to show that the condition
_i _2 — 1 —T

(5.46) are equivalent to (il? = dû = dt] = 0 mod (t], û , «3 ). To show this,

note that 8X = ûx , 82 = -iûx , <*' = û2, and <f = -iß2. Using the structure

equation (5.21), and the fact that ni and K° „ are skew-symmetric in a, ß

the following can be shown by direct computation:

dt] = 8X A^1 + 82 Ac;2 ee «3* A l?2 - l?' A $2 = 0,

(5.47) dû1 ee 1-{(G\X - 3Gl22) + i(G222 - 3GXX2)} û1 A Û2,

(5.48) dt)2 = \{(Q\X - 3Ö22) + iiQ222 - 3ö!2)} i?' A Û2

modulo (t], ûx , (5 ). From this, it follows that the condition dû1 = dû =

dt] = 0 implies the condition (5.46). To prove the converse, suppose that the

condition (5.46) holds. Recall from Proposition 5.23 that Vx G = -Qaß C ®

¿A,   ® ¡Af . Thus, the following identity holds:

Qaßy = ~\iGaßy) + <iXn) Gpßy + npß(Xn) Gapy + np(Xn) Gaßp .

It can be directly computed using this identity that Qxxx = 3ß122 > and 0222 =

3Ö112, and the condition dû   = dû   = dt] = 0 follows from the identities

(5.47) and (5.48).   D

In the special case when AF is the Riemannian Legendre foliation defined on

the unit cotangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold, this CR-structure coin-

cides with the one defined by LeBrun [LB]. In this case, the conditions (5.46) is

trivially satisfied because the invariant G vanishes, and thus the CR-structure

is integrable by the previous proposition.
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6. Global results

In this section, we study the topology of Legendre foliations. The fundamen-

tal result of this section is that every simply connected and compact leaf of a

Legendre foliation AF is diffeomorphic to a sphere. If all the leaves of AF are

compact and simply connected, AF is globally equivalent to one of the form AFF

defined on a unit cotangent bundle with all fibers diffeomorphic to the spheres.

Under the additional condition that n is nondegenerate, F is a Finsler metric.

6.1 Compact and simply connected leaves. To prove this, recall from the normal

form theorem that there is an immersion cf> : V —> T* ( V/AF) where I7 is a

neighborhood of a point in P such that the leaf space V¡AF of V is a manifold.

If the foliation AF defines a quotient manifold over P, the map tp can be

extended to P by the same construction:

4>n.p^r(p¡AF).

and each X e AF is immersed into a fiber of T*(P/AF) transversal to radial

lines under <f> .

From the theory of foliations, it can be shown that if X e AF is a compact

and simply connected leaf, then there is a neighborhood F of X over which

the foliation restricted to V defines a quotient manifold [L]. Consequently, if

all the leaves are simply connected and compact, P/AF is a manifold.

6.2 Theorem. A compact and simply connected leaf of a Legendre foliation AF

is diffeomorphic to a sphere.

Proof. The case « = 1 is trivial. When n > 1 , consider the map cf> : V —>

T*(V/AF) defined as above. The map cf> maps X into T*(V/AF) - {0} for

some x e (V/P). Consider a unit cotangent bundle S*(V/AF) c T*(V/AF)

with respect to some metric g on V/AF. If we denote p for the radial projec-

tion from Tf(V/AF) to S*(V/AF), the composition map

(po^^.X-.S^V/AF)

is a local diffeomorphism since the map (4>„),f- X —» T*(V/AF) is transversal

to the radial lines. Since X is compact, the map (p o <p )iZ is onto, and hence

it is a covering map of the sphere. From this, it follows that (p ° cp ),% is a

diffeomorphism since S*(V/AF) is simply connected.   □

Under the condition that all the leaves are compact and simply connected,

the normal form theorem generalizes to a global theorem.

6.3 Corollary. If all the leaves of AF are compact and simply connected, AF is

globally equivalent to a Legendre foliation of the form AFF . Moreover, if AF is

nondegenerate, F is a Finsler metric.

Proof. Since all the leaves are simply connected and compact, the leaf space

M = P/AF of AF is a manifold [L], Thus, we can take V = P and obtain the
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map cf> : P —> T*M as in the proof of the previous theorem. It is clear that

4> is injective since p o cf> is injective. Moreover, cp is an embedding of P

into T* M since <t>„ = W ° 1 where ip is a local diffeomorphism and t] is an

embedding. By defining S*FM = cf> (P), we obtain the foliation AFF . (See the

proof of the normal form theorem.)

We now show that, under the additional assumption that AF is nondegenerate

F is a Finsler metric by showing that (F )¡. is positive definite (see the identity

(5.31)). But, since fibers of SFM are connected, it suffices to show this at some

point in Vf e T*M for each x e M. We claim that if we take vQe T*M such

that ||u0|| = sup{||u|||F(t;) = 1, v e T*M} where || v ||= ^E^V)2, then

(F2),AVf) is positive definite. To show this, let (u1) e Rn+X , and choose a

curve y: R -> T*M tangent to AFF such that y(0) = v0 and $¡y]t=0 = u' ^-¡.

Then, if we let a(t) = ||w0||2F2(y(0) - \\y(t)\\2, then a(0) = 0 and a(v) > 0 for

v e T*M. Thus a(t) has a local minimum at 0, and. yf (0) > 0. Therefore,

we have

\\Vf\\2(F2)uuiuj-oiju'uJ>0,

at Vf, and from this, it follows that (F2)i .(vf) u' uJ > 0.   o

Theorem 6.2 can be further generalized to the case when a compact leaf has

finite fundamental group.

6.4 Theorem. A compact leaf of AF with finite fundamental group is diffeomor-

phic to a quotient of a sphere.

The proof of this makes use of the following theeorem [L]:

Reeb Stability Theorem. Suppose that X is a compact leaf of the foliation AF,

and p : X —► X is the universal covering map. If the fundamental group of X is

finite, then there is a neighborhood V of H, and a finite covering map

p:Bn+X xl^V

such that p . .  ~ = p, and p*(AF) is the foliation defined by fibers of the projec-

tion map n : Bn+ x X —► Bn+ defined by n(x, y) = x, where Bn+X is a open

unit ball.

Proof of Theorem 6.4. On B"+ x X, we define a contact structure and

Legendre foliation by p* t] and jfAF. Since X has finite fundamental group

and compact, X is compact leaf of p*AF. From Theorem 6.2, it follows that

X is diffeomorphic to the sphere,   o

The following example is the construction of a compact leaf diffeomorphic

to the quotient of a sphere from the unit cotangent bundle of a Riemannian

manifold.
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Example 6.5. Let G be a finite subgroup of 0(«+ 1, R) acting on Rn+X . Also,

we assume that all the elements, except the identity I, has only one fixed point

0. For example, we can take G = {±1} ç 0(n + 1, R). Since each element

of G preserves the canonical flat metric on ln , we can define a right group

action of G on S*Rn+x by o ■ A = A*(v) where u e S*Rn+x, A e G, and

A*: T*Rn+ —► T*Rn+ is the pull back of the derivative At of the map

A: Rn+1 ->• R"+1 . With respect to the standard coordinates on T*Rn+x , we

express this group action as

(x', y ) • A = (4 xk , A'k /),      where (x , yj) e S*Rn+X ç T*Rn+x.

From this and the assumption that A ^ I has no fixed point other than 0, it

follows that A has no fixed point on .S*R"+1 . Therefore, since G is finite,

we can define a quotient manifold P = S*Rn+x/G of S*Rn+x with the natural

projection nG: S*Rn+x -+ S*Rn+x/G. Note that, since A*: S*Rn+x -+ S*Rn+x

preserves the contact 1-form and fibers of 5"*R"+1, one can define the contact

1-form and the Legendre foliation AF on P induced from the contact 1-form

and fibers of S*Rn+x.

Observe that 0 e Rn+X is the only fixed point under the action of elements

of G different from I. Thus, 5qR"+ = n~ (0) is diffeomorphically mapped

onto itself under the action of A . If we let X0 = nG(SfRn+ ), then X0 is a

compact leaf of AF diffeomorphic to a quotient of a sphere. In the special case

is when G = {±1} , we have   X0 = RP" .

However, not every compact leaf of a Legendre foliation is diffeomorphic to

the quotient of a sphere, as the following example shows:

Example 6.6. Consider the Legendre foliation on S^.R"+ with F defined by

F = yn+ . Then, the contact 1-form can be written as

n

t] = dx      + / ,y dx  ,
a=\

and (x', ya) are coordinates on S*FRn+ . Now, we consider the subgroup

G ç Gl(n + 1, R) defined by

The group G acts on R"+1 as matrix multiplication on the left. As in the

previous example, we obtain a right group action of G on S*FRn defined by

o.A = A* (u). Clearly the fibers are mapped onto fibers under this action. We

claim that t] remains fixed. To see this, write the group action in terms of

coordinates:
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The claim follows from the following computation:

n n

dx"+x + ^2 ya dxf = (dxn+ - sa dxa) + ^ (ya + sa) dxa

a=l a=\

n
,   n+\   ,   v^     a   ,   a

= dx      + y j y dx  .
a=l

It is not difficult to see that, if A e G and A ¿ I, A has no fixed point.

Moreover, this group action on SFRn+ is discrete. Hence, following the same

argument as in the previous example, a quotient space P = S*FRn+ ¡G by G is

a contact manifold with Legendre foliation denoted by AF. Note that the fiber

SqR"+1 = n~x(0) of 5*R"+1 at 0 6 Rn+I is mapped diffeomorphically onto

itself under the action of G, and thus, we have an action of G on 5qR"+ . If

we let XQ denote the quotient manifold of SqR"+ under this action, X0 is a

compact leaf of AF diffeomorphic to a torus. To see this, note that G acts on

S*Rn+x as follows:

U;    vr + J
6.7 Riemannian Legendre foliations. Recall from Proposition 5.32 that AF is

Riemannian if and only if n is positive definite and G = 0. In this case, the

local structure of AF restricts the topology of its leaves: A compact leaf of AF

is diffeomorphic to a quotient of a sphere. Moreover, if P is compact, then all

the leaves of AF are necessarily compact, and consequently, diffeomorphic to

quotients of spheres.

6.8 Theorem. A compact leaf of a Riemannian Legendre foliation is diffeomor-

phic to a quotient of a sphere by a finite group.

Proof. Recall from Proposition 5.24 that if AF is Riemannian Legendre folia-

tion, this canonical metric on leaves has constant sectional curvature, and if a

leaf of AF is compact, the canonical Riemannian metric on leaves is complete.

It is well known that a complete Riemannian manifold with positive constant

sectional curvature is a quotient of a sphere by a finite group [Wo]. From this,

the theorem follows.   D

Recall from the structure of nondegenerate Legendre foliations that there is

a canonical connection V on P (Theorem 5.10).

6.9 Theorem. Let AF be a Riemannian Legendre foliation. IfV is complete on

P, the leaves of AF are diffeomorphic to quotients of spheres by finite groups. In

particular, if P is compact, then V is complete and all the leaves are necessarily

compact and hence are quotients of spheres.

Proof. To show that the leaves are diffeomorphic to quotients of spheres, we

prove that the canonical Riemannian metric on leaves of AF is complete. To
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do this, suppose that y: (—ô, ô) —* X is a geodesic on a leaf X € AF for ô > 0

with respect to the canonical Riemannian metric on X. We claim that y can

be extended to R. Recall that the Levi-Civita connection of the canonical

Riemannian metric on X is the restriction of V to X. (See 5.25.) Hence, y

is also a geodesic of V in P. But since V is complete, y can be extended to

R as a geodesic of V on P. Thus, we only need to prove that y(t) e X for all

ieR.
But this can be seen by the following fact: A submanifold X c P is called

auto-parallel if, for vector fields X, Y on X, VxY is tangent to X. In [KN],

it is proved that, if y is a geodesic of an auto-parallel submanifold X with y(0)

tangent to X, then y(t) e X for small t.   D

The assumption that AF is Riemannian is essential in Theorem 6.8, for in the

following example, we show that Theorem 6.8 does not hold under the weaker

condition G ^ 0 by constructing a compact leaf diffeomorphic to a quotient of
Sn~x xR.

Example 6.10. Consider the function   F: F*R"+1 — R+ U {0} defined by

F _ TL, iya)2

yn+x

where (xl, y') are the canonical coordinates on T*Rn+ . Thus leaves of the

Legendre foliation AFF are hypersurfaces in each fiber of T*Rn+ defined by

the equation yn+x = Yfa=l iya)2, and (y1) ± 0. It is not difficult to see that

the leaf of the Legendre foliation is diffeomorphic to Sn~ x R, and hence, it

is simply connected for « > 2

We claim that n is positive definite. Recall that we have n = FiJ dy' ® dy

restricted to L. The derivatives of F on 5*R"+1 are

2 va 1 2^ä
F   —      " F       = ———        F     = p

a n+\  ' «+1 fl+1  ' aß n+\   '

(6.11) a /
F -   ~2y F -       2

If X = a'' -¿t f 0 is a tangential vector field to &F (i.e. dF(X) = a'F¡ = 0),

we have

n    ,   a\2 -j   n+\

U(X,X) = Fua'aJ = 2j:^lx +  '
a=\ y

But, since a'Fi = 0 and from (6.11), we get a

have

n(X,X) = Fua'aJ = 2JT{-Qr > °-
q=i y
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Now, as in the previous examples, we define a quotient manifold of S*Rn

under a discrete group action defined by

(xfy^MiA-1)1^,^/)

where A = (A'f is an element of the group

2
/    0

0 ±

I: n x « identity matrix

k el
= Z,

If  A = ( 2n' 1 I > then /Í acts on   r*R"+1 as follows:
0  i

,    a «+1 a        n+1,    /I     /,
(x , x     ,y ,y     )—>l,

«+1       a       n+1,   /Í     /,.£    a     .k    n+1       1     a       1     n+1
■x >4 x   > ¿y > ̂

It is clear that Z acts on S*Rn+x with no fixed points. It can be also directly

checked that the group action preserves the contact 1-form and the Legendre

foliation. Thus, we can define Legendre foliation AF on the quotient space P =

S*Rn+x/Z. Observe that the fiber S¡Rn+x = n~x(0) = Sn~x xR is an invariant

subspace and that the orbit space S^R"4" /Z is obviously not a quotient of a

sphere.

7. Degenerate Legendre foliations

There is a large class of Legendre foliations with the rank of n is between

1 and « - 1. We call Legendre foliations of this class degenerate. A complete

classification of degenerate Legendre foliations is an unsolved problem. How-

ever, under the assumption that the rank of the null space L0 of n is constant,

it can be shown that L0 is an involutive distribution and by the Frobenius the-

orem, L0 defines a foliation AF0 . Observe that, since L0 c L, each leaf of y

is foliated by leaves of AFQ . We show that the leaves of AFf have a natural flat

affine structure.

7.1 Proposition. If L0 = {X e L\VL(X, Y) = 0 for all Y e L} and rank(L) is
constant, then LQ is an involutive distribution.

Proof. We show that r(L0) is closed under the Lie bracket. To do this, we need

to show that if X, X' e T(L0), then U([X,X'],Y) = 0 for all Y e Y(L).

Using the definition of n and the fact that the curvature of the Bott connection

vanishes, we compute

(7.2) n([X, X'], Y) = -{vJ^jVjirtfX,)

= -{vxvx.vYn- v^v^Vyf/Xx,).

But since {V^v"«}^) = -U(X', Y) = 0, it follows that vjvji; E T(Qf).

Therefore, V^V^r/ = <P(Z) (= V^n) for some Z e T(L).  Similarly, there
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exists Z' e T(L) such that V ̂  Vy t] = Vz-. Using these, we rewrite the identity

(7.2):

U([X, X'], Y) = -{VNxVNzt] - VNx,VNz,t]}(Xn) = 0.    D

7.3 Proposition. For X e T(Lf), T(L0) c T(L) is invariant under the map

V x: Y(L) —> T(L). Moreover, the restriction of Vx to L0 defines aflat torsion

free partial connection on LQ .

Proof. We want to show that, if Y e T(L0), then VXY e Y(LQ). Recall that

VXY is defined by VXY = O^'v^V^. Furthermore, we have V^VYt] =

VxVYt] since {vJvJ^XX,,) = -U(X, Y) = 0 implies V^V^r/ e Y(Q*).

For simplicity, let us denote W = <b~x(VNxVYt]).

We claim that n(Z , W) = 0 for all Z e Y(L) (i.e. VXY e T(L0) ). Recall

that Vw = Q>(W). Again, using the fact that the curvature of V vanishes,

we compute

n(z, w) = _{v^v^}(x^) = -{vJvX-iKx,)

(7.4) =-{V>» + vJ,fl<,}(X,)

= -ivX v^xx,) - n([z ,x] ,Y).

But, since Y e r(L0), n([Z, X], Y) = 0. Moreover, since

{VNzVNYn}(Xri) = -n(Z,Y) = 0,

we have V^V^rç € Y(Q*). This implies that VzVYt] = VY,t] for some Y1 e

T(L) and hence

{vMv?f,}(x„) = {vNxvNY,t]}(xf = n(x, y') = o.

The fact that this connection on L0 is flat and torsion free follows from Propo-

sition 3.23: For X, Y, and Z e T(LQ),

RL(X,Y)Z = n(X,Z)Y-n(Y,Z)X = 0.    D

Recall that the partial connection V induces an ordinary affine connection

on leaves of AF . Similarly, leaves of AFQ possess a canonical affine connection

induced from V1. Clearly, from the Proposition 7.3, this affine connection is

flat and torsion free. Hence we have the corollary:

7.5    Corollary. Leaves of AFf have a natural fiat affine structure.
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